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Members are reminded that certain convictions become spent after the elapse of time, and this  
sometimes affects how they can be reported in the media. 
 
The general rule is that the media may report that someone has been convicted of an offence in the  
past, whether or not that conviction has been spent, if they have a legitimate reason to do so. The  
media may rely on the normal libel defences if sued by an offender whose convictions are spent, and 
it is for the offender to demonstrate to the court that the publisher had an improper motive in 
reporting this material (“malice”). 
 
The period of time which needs to elapse before a conviction is deemed spent changed on 10 March 
when the relevant provisions of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2013 
came into force. The new periods apply to all convictions irrespective of the date of sentencing.  
 
 
1. What do you need to think about doing differently? 
 
Your journalists need to be aware that both the period of time which needs to elapse, and the way in  
which that period is calculated have changed. The periods of rehabilitation were changed in March 
2014 by the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2013. The new periods are 
calculated by taking the length of the sentence imposed by the court and adding: 
 
For custodial sentences of:  Period to be added 
 
0-6 months    2 years  
6-30 months    4 years 
30 months – 4 years   7 years 
 
Sentences longer than 4 years are never spent. 
 
For non custodial sentences:  Period to be added 
 
Community Order   1 year 
Youth Rehabilitation Order  6 months 
Fine     1 year 
 
Absolute discharges and  simple cautions are deemed spent immediately; conditional cautions are 
spent after three months; conditional discharges, compensation orders, binding over orders, 
attendance centre orders and hospital orders are spent on the last day of the relevant order.  
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The Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 does not extend to Northern Ireland but does extend to 
Scotland and contains certain provisions modifying it to that end. 
 
 
 
2. How else does this affect you? 
 
Some of our members are being asked by offenders with spent convictions to remove reports of the  
original court hearings from their online archives. Our view is that in most cases, provided the 
offender is not currently facing further criminal proceedings, these reports can remain available 
online but members are invited to contact the LPRA team for advice on specific requests. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
The contents of these briefings, current at the date of publication as indicated on each document, 
are for reference purposes only. They do not constitute legal advice and should not be re lied upon as 
such. Specific legal advice about your specific circumstances should always be sought separately 
before taking any action based on any of these publications. 


